The paper deals with the problem of munimizing a free discontinuity functional under Dirichelet boundary conditions. An existence result was known so far for C 1 (@ ) boundary dataû. We show here that the same result holds forû 2 C 0; (@ ) if > 1 2 and it cannot be extended to cover the case = 1 2 . The proof is based on some geometric measure theoretic properties, in part introduced here, which are proved a priori to hold for all the possible minimizers.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with a Dirichlet boundary value problem involving a MumfordShah functional or, more in general, a functional with \free discontinuities", which is usually studied with Neumann homogenous boundary data. Such functionals can be seen as depending on two variables: a function u and a closed set K which contains the discontinuity points of u. Each one of them can be easily determined in an optimal way when the other one is given, so one can see these functionals as only depending on the function variable u or on the set variable K and considering the other one as implicitely de ned.
The existence theory for minima of functionals with free discontinuities has been made by E. De Giorgi and his collaborators in the following steps. A new functional space, denoted by SBV, has been introduced in 10], then a compactness theorem and the subsequent existence of a function in SBV which minimizes the functional have been proved by L. Ambrosio in 1] and 2], (see 3] for a more recent proof). A regularity result is then needed in order to prove the closedness (modulo a negligible set) of the set of discontinuity points and it has been made by E. De Giorgi, M. Carriero and A. Leaci in 11].
An alternative approach, which uses the set variable and directly nds a closed minimizer, has been proposed in 7] for the case of two dimensions, (see 19] and, more recently, 18] for arbitrary dimension). Such an approach works with some a priori density estimates on the minimal sets, obtained by a technique called Excision Method in 19] which has been more recently extended to the case of a general dimension in 23] . The crucial assumption in order to apply such a method is the H older continuity of u out of a suitably small set. The density theorems obtained in this way allow the proof of some semicontinuity results, with respect to the Hausdor distance, which give the existence directly in the class of closed subsets of , by trivial compactness arguments.
The case of Dirichlet boundary conditions has been treated, following the SBV approach, in 5] for C 1 boundary conditions (the regularity of boundary data will be always assumed with the possible exception of a closed (N ? 1)-negligible set).
The theorems in this paper sharpen the result in 5], by showing that the H older continuity of the boundary datumû is the really crucial assumption which makes the di erence between the existence of a closed minimizer or not. We shall make use of the excision method in order to prove that ifû is H older continuous of index > 1 2 then a boundary version of the density theorems holds and the semicontinuity properties with respect to the Hausdor distance and the subsequent existence theorem can be easily deduced. On the other hand, we shall show with various counterexamples that, ifû is only C 1 2 , even with an arbitrarily small norm, then the density estimates may be false and even the existence of a closed minimizer may fail.
So the Dirichlet Problem seems to have a theoretical interest, because it shows that the C 1 2 regularity considered in the excision method has an intrinsic meaning, which does not depend on the particular approach. Beside this, a more applicative perspective relies on the study of boundary value problems originated from the mechanics of materials which undergo fractures and have a prescribed deformation of the boundary.
Notation and main results
Let X be a subset of IR N , we shall denote by H (X) the Hausdor measure of dimension and by jXj its Lebesgue measure. We shall denote by an open smooth bounded subset of IR N , by g a given measurable function from in 0; 1] and byû a function de ned on @ with values in 0; 1]. For any positive real number 1, let jjujj denote the H older (semi)norm of index of a real function u (of course such a norm will be assumed to be equal to +1 if the function is not H older continuous) and let C 0; represent the space of H older continuous functions with index . We shall denote by b K the measure of the unit ball of IR K . Let us consider the admissible pairs (u; K), where K is any closed subset of and u is a function in H 1 ( n K) such that u =û on @ n K. We ? u + u = g in n K u =û on @ n K @u @n = 0 on K.
One can consider the function u(K;û) almost everywhere de ned on all of . Indeed, in order to minimize E, we only need to take into account negligible values of K, with respect to Lebesgue measure, since in the other cases E(K) = +1. By setting Jû(K) = J(u(K;û); K) = inf u J(u; K); Eû(K) = E(u(K;û); K) = H N?1 (K) + Jû(K); we can regard the functionals E and J as only depending on the set variable K. We shall use the notation J(K), E(K), u(K) whenû is supposed to be xed and we do not need to emphasize its role. The letter c will stand for universal constants, unless di erently speci ed. When the letter c will be used to recall a particular constant, it will be a ected with the number of the equation where it is introduced. We shall introduce also constants depending on some variables, c( ;û; c H ; k u k ; ::), and sometimes objects as andû will be considered xed and not explicitely mentioned.
Let B be a ball of IR N , with radius R, we setB = B \ . Under suitable regularity assumptions on @ , there exists a constant c 0 , depending on N and on the geometry of @ , such that for every R 1 H N?1 (@B)+ jB j c 0 R N?1 :
If K is a minimum of E and u = u(K;û) then, for every measurable set A , the following estimate (see 23, (1. (1.7) Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of some stronger results which will be formulated later by recurring to the properties described in the next section. Moreover, Theorem 1.1, as its corresponding inner version estabilished in 23], also admits a weak formulation which can be applied to the singular set of a SBV -minimum proving its closure (see 19 We shall actually give a di erent proof of this result without using the weak approach, but following the semicontinuity technique estabilished in 18]. Furthermore, we will show that these results are in some sense optimal and that the -H older continuity ofû, with > 1 2 , is the crucial ingredient for density results. Indeed, we shall devote a section to the proof of the following three counterexamples. Let us remark that in the theorems the condition = 1 2 is not allowed. We can note that in the above case a closed minimal set always exists becauseû satis es the hypothesis of the existence Theorem 1.2, since it is C 1 out of the closed set fxg, which clearly has null (N-1)-dimensional measure. Counterexample 1.2 shows that all these conditions, even if they assure the existence of a closed minimum, do not permit to assure the density estimate. Of courseû cannot be locally C for any > 1 2 , in x. For the same reasons K has non zero density in all its other points. 2 Fine geometrical properties of the singular set
In this section we shall introduce some geometric measure theoretic tools, which will play a key role in the sequel. Before introducing the technical de nitions, we brie y remark some intuitive geometrical facts. The role of the singular set K in this kind of problems relies in allowing the function u to make a jump (inside ) or to get free from the constraint to agree with the boundary datum (on @ ). Then, if we take a ball centered on K inside , at a microscale K will split the ball in two almost equal parts between which u makes a jump which is independent on the scale and so it is big with respect to the radius of the ball. On the other side, if we take a ball centered on a point of a part of K which, roughly speaking, runs along the boundary of , at a microscale we can guess that there exists a ball B centered on K, such that the set \ B will essentially result to be insulated by K with respect to @ . Such a description acquires a deeper meaning if one quanti es how low such a microscale should be, so we are led to formulate the following de nitions which are going to be settled in a general context. Before the geometric de nitions, we introduce the following property, when u is a L 1 Loc function from a set X IR N in IR. where R is the radius of B and ru is de ned, in the sense of distributions, on X nK and it is assumed to be extended by zero on the rest of IR N . This is an estimate on ru in Morrey Spaces. We are not using the usual notation of Morrey norm and the reader is not required to be acquainted on Morrey spaces, since no result in this area is going to be employed here. Anyway, we are using the notation kuk 2N in order to emphasize that this is a weak case of L 2N -summability. When A , K is a minimum of E and u = u(K), (WS) where oscBu = supBu ? infBu. We will refer to any subsetB satisfying (2.8) and (2.9) as region with ordinary oscillation. In other words, for every u such that kuk 2N = 1, we can nd a subset with ordinary oscillationB u in a ball B if and only if B is not "-split. Moreover, condition (WS) allows to show (see the next section) that u is locally H older continuous out of K and so, on every "-split ball the trace of K must be remarkable, if " is su ciently small with respect to (kuk 2N ) ?1 . Let B be any ball, not necessarily contained in A, with radius R. By denoting with the supremum among the radii of the "-split balls contained in B \ A, then we shall call the ratio b = R bisection factor. It represents the scale transition needed to reach a "-split ball in B; obviously b = b (B; K; "). We shall say that K satis es the Bisection Property when for every " > 0 there exists (") > 0 such that, for every ball B centered on K, with radius R 1, the lower estimate b (B; K; ") (") holds.
Let B be a ball centred on D, with radius R, and B be an incircle of B. Given 2 B , let L( ) be the set of the segments contained in the chord C of B perpendicular in to B and contained in A n K. Given " > 0, we set " B = f 2 B j 9 l 2 L( ); H 1 (l) > "R; l \ D 6 = ;g: We de ne "-insulated by K the balls such that every incircle B satis es the condition H N?1 ( " B ) < "H N?1 ( B ): The geometrical picture corresponding to an "-insulated ball can be visualized by thinking to a ball B centred on D = @ in which almost every segment starting from D \ B meets the set K after a very short lenght. Also, for a given ball B with radius R, we de ne the insulation factor i = i (B; K; ") as the ratio between the supremum among the radii of the "-insulated balls contained in B and R. We shall say that K satis es the Insulation Property when for every " > 0 there exists (") > 0 such that, for every ball B centered on K, with radius R 1, the lower estimate i (B; K; ") (") holds. Trivially such a property will never hold unless K D, because otherwise we x B such that B \ D = ;, which implies i = 0.
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As we have remarked above, at a microscale the geometrical characterizations of the singular set are quite trivial. The meaning of such two properties consists in a quantication, for given " > 0, of the scale transition needed to reach an "-split or "-insulated ball inside a ball B R (x) centred in a point x 2 K. This corresponds to get a lower bound either on b or i . Such a bound depends on ", but it must be uniform with respect to B R (x) for every x 2 K and for every R 1.
As far as only balls contained in are concerned, the bisection property is satis ed for any minimal K of the functional E. Indeed, this is just a matter of inner regularity and it is proved in 23, Theorem 3] . The presence of boundary conditions is inessential in this case. We are led again to the former case when we deal with balls, not completely contained in , in which there are points of K su ciently inner to . This occurs, for example, when the ball is centered at a point in which K meets @ with an appreciable incidence angle. Otherwise, if this is not the case, we expect the insulation property will be satis ed by minimal sets K when the boundary datumû is suitably regular. So, in conclusion, for any ball, at least one of the factors b and i should be estimable. This leads to formulate the following Bisection-Insulation property which seems to be the natural regularity property expectable for the minima of E. We shall say that K satis es the Bisection-Insulation Property when for every " > 0 there exists (") > 0 such that, for every ball B centered on K, with radius R 1, the lower estimate max( i (B; K; "); b (B; K; ")) (") holds.
Given a ball B centered on K, with a radius R, we say that the set K is "-concentrated on B, if the mean density of K on B is bigger than 1 ? ", namely
Therefore, given any ball B (not necessarily contained in A), with radius R, we denote by c = c (B; K; ") the concentration factor, that is the ratio between the supremum among the radii of the balls contained in B on which K results "-concentrated and R. We shall say that K satis es the Concentration Property when for every " > 0 there exists (") > 0 such that, for every ball centered on K, with radius R 1, it results c (B; K; ") ("). In these properties the threshold R 1 is merely conventional, a di erent choice leads to a di erent value of ("). For this reason, in proving such properties, one can work with balls with suitably small radius. Therefore, we limit ourself to show the regularity properties, assumed in the proof of these estimates, are satis ed for balls B with a suitably small radius. Bisection and Concentration properties are related. More precisely, in 17] it is shown that for every " > 0 there exists " 0 > 0 such that c ("; ) b (" 0 ), therefore Bisection implies Concentration. Morever, if D is a smooth closed manifold, one can trivially check that the same relation also holds between c and i on small enough balls, namely on balls with radius less or equal to a suitable constant (") 1 which depends on " and on the regularity of D. Then also Insulation implies Concentration. Combining the two facts we see that for every " > 0 there exists " 0 > 0 such that c ("; ) sup ( b (" 0 ); (") i (" 0 )) so Concentration follows by Bisection -Insulation. We recall that the concentration property has a meaningful application when we deal 7 with the Hausdor measure of the limit with respect to the Hausdor distance. Indeed, with the notation introduced in this section, Propositions 10. 
(2.10) We conclude the section by stating some further terminology, useful for situations which are never going to happen for small balls in the case of a minimal K, but will nevertheless need to be considered in the forthcoming arguments. When a ball B IR N contains a too big quantity of K (with a treeshold xed as c 0 + 1 times the measure of the corresponding sphere, where c 0 is a suitable costant depending on the regularity of ) we shall call it overfull, i.e. B is overfull if
(2.11) Analougously as before, given any ball B of radius R, we de ne the overfullness factor 0 as the ratio between the supremum among the radii of the overfull balls contained in B and R.
3 Partial H older continuity properties
The aim of this section is to show some partial H older continuity properties in order to apply the Excision Method in Section 8 which generalizes 23, Theorem 4.6]. Given u and K as in the previous section, u 2 H 1 ( n K), we are going to settle some local partial H older continuity results for u under assumption (WS), by modifying some results of 23]. Therefore, we shall assume (WS) holds throughout this section with a given value of kuk 2N .
In 23], given a ball B , some estimates on a neighborhood V of K \ B, such that u is H older continuous on B nV , are obtained. The essential di erence with the variant which we are going to estabilish relies in the circumstance that, in our case, B 6 and we shall check the H older continuity on (B n V ) (B \ @ ) of a di erent function u , de ned as u onB nV and asû on B \@ . Note that u andû may be di erent on @ \K. This means, roughly speaking, that we shall prove the H older continuity of u according withû. The H older continuity of u would not be enough for the application of the abstract approach developed in the last sections. More precisely, we shall prove the following statement. Now we are going to recall or to estabilish some notation which will be employed in the following. For any given ball B IR N , B will denote the ball with the same center of B and the radius multiplied by . Moreover B 0 = (c R + 1)B and B 00 = (2c R (c R + 2) + 1) B. Let us note that B 0 and B 00 depend on c R and so on the shape of A. By 23, (6.13) ] follows that if " is su ciently small and B is "-split, then the trace of K on B has a measure greater or equal to cH N?1 (@B). This is the rst requirement about the smallness of ". From now on, we shall assume that " > 0 has been consequently xed and it will not be always mentioned in the following notation. Furthermore we shall assume to have taken " < 1 p c R +1 . Let U be the union of the balls B 0 corresponding to all the "-split balls B contained in A. By 23, Lemma 6.14] (the argument is reported in the rst part of Lemma 3.1 below) we get that every function u which satis es (WS) on A n K with jjujj 2N = 1 is H older continuous with a norm which only depends on c R and ", on A n (U K). If B is any ball, we can apply locally the above construction by considering only the "-split balls which are contained in B 00 , getting a set U B . The same proof as before shows that u is H older continuous on (B\A)n(U B K) and (3.12) Proof. Of course, we can normalize u and assume that jjujj 2N = 1. Let x and y 2 (A n V ) D. If x and y 2 A n V we can use the same proof of Lemma 6.14 in 23], which we brie y recall, in order to compute c H . Let us take a ball B as in (R), since x 2 B 0 and x 6 2 V 2 , as we have already observed, B cannot be "-split. So B must contain a region with ordinary oscillationB, for which (2.8) and (2.9) hold.
For a given ", we take < 1 and consider a sequence of balls B n given by the sets f n + (1 ? n )xg, for 2 B. Since, for every natural n, x 2 B 0 n and x 6 2 V 2 , then there existsB n B 0 n for which (2.8) and (2.9) hold. If we take close enough to 1, for every n we get by (2.8),B n?1 \B n 6 = ;, so we can take z n 2B n?1 \B n . Thus we shall assume = (") be xed as above and we shall regard it as a function of ". Note that the sequence z n converges to x. Let z be a given point ofB. Then, by (2.9), (R) and by the triangular inequality, since x is not a singular point of u, we obtain ju(x) ? u(z)j c d(x; y) 
Boundary excision method and density estimates
The inner estimates of 23] are based on the fact that, under certain circumstances, one can modify a closed set K on a ball B in such a way to make E decrease. More precisely, given a ball B
, with suitably small radius R 1, centred at a point x of the discontinuity set K, the excision method works if u is H older continuous out of a thin neighborhood V of K \ B, which means that conditions (V1),(V2),(V3) in 23], which we are going to reformulate, hold with a suitably small value of the constant . In this paper we extend the approach to cover the case B 6 .
The new assumptions must be consistent with the former ones, when @ \ B = ;. If s is any given positive number, in this section and in the last one B(s) will stand for B s (x). We shall set = H N?1 (B( R 2 ) \ K). Since we shall allow the ball B to be not entirely contained in , the lower bound on the density of K will depend also on the regularity properties of @ . We shall require u to be H older continuous out of V and to be consistent with the boundary datumû. So, in order to reformulate (V1) we introduce, according to the notation in the previous section, the function u de ned as follows u = ( u on (B n V ) \ û on B \ @ : We shall assume that the set V enjoies the following properties. are not merely technical devices employed to deal with the Dirichelet problem. They represent the key regularity conditions underlying the present approach, as we shall show through suitable counterexamples.
In the last section we shall prove the following Excision Theorem, which can be regarded as an extension of the inner version proved in 23, Lemma 4.1]. Let now K and B = B R (x) be given with x 2 K and R 1 and let us suppose that
We assume thatû is H older continuous with index and norm c on @ \ B; in particular, since R 1, it results to be H older continuous with index 1 2 . Furthermore, let us assume that u = u(K) satis es (WS), so we are in a position to apply Theorem 3. (") and therefore (V3) holds with ("), then by the excision theorem we get the existence of a set K 0 such that E(K 0 ) < E(K) ? 1 By virtue of the results in Section 2, the following corollary is then trivially implied. It is worth to notice that, since the concentration property is clearly stronger than the density property, Theorem 1.1 is in turn a corollary of the last one. On the other hand, as far as Theorem 1.1 is concerned, the extra assumption (4.21) is not a restriction since it can be forced by choosing a suitable scale as in 23, section 7] . Finally, whence Theorem 1.1 is proved, (4.21) follows as a trivial consequence in view of (1.6) so the previous results are estabilished in the case of a minimal K, without any restriction.
Semicontinuity properties and existence of a minimum
In 18] some lower semicontinuity properties of E with respect to the Hausdor distance, have been shown. More precisely, a meaningful decomposition of the discontinuity set was there introduced, namely K =K K , whereK = K nK and K , identi ed as the noise part of K, is de ned as the set of points where K has mean density less than a xed small threshold , on some scale less or equal to one. By using Theorem 4.1, instead of the inner version of the excision theorem, and by taking advantage of the results stated in 18, section 4], which allow to force (WS), we can repeat the same arguments of 18] and show that, if (K n ) n2N is a minimizing sequence for E, then H N?1 (K n ) ! 0. Note that the closedness of M K stated in 18, Lemma 3.4] is now replaced by the same property of M K H, where H is as in Theorem 1.2. The assumption that H is a closed negligible set makes the two facts appliable in the same way (see 18, Remark 4.1]). If K is the Hausdor limit of (K n ) n2IN , we can nd a Vitali Covering B of KnH, consisting of balls on whichû has the smoothness required in the previous section, namelŷ u 2 C 0; with > 1 2 . By neglecting subsets of K with arbitrarily small measure, we can also assume that is the same for every ball in B and jjûjj is uniformly bounded.
Then an application of the results in the previous section, instead of their inner version considered in 18], allow us to nd for every " > 0 a threshold (") such that for every B 2 B we have c (B;K n ; ") (") de nitively. We can apply the results of Section 2, equation (2.10) and give the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let (K n ) n2N be a minimizing sequence for E. Then for all n the decomposition K n =K n K n holds with H N?1 (K n ) ! 0 and, if K is the limit by the Hausdor distance of a subsequenceK in then H N?1 (K) lim inf n H N?1 (K in ): Thus, as a simple corollary, we deduce the existence of a closed minimum K by the compactness of the set of the closed subsets of and by the semicontinuity of J with respect to the weak convergence (see 18, section 2] and 19, Lemma 13.6]).
Finally we can also get a boundary version of the Density Theorem for non minimal sets K 18, section 6], which does not require the ball to be contained in . 
Counterexamples and optimality of the conditions
The counterexamples in this section will be given for the simple functional J(u; K) = R nK j ru j 2 , for which the proofs of the existence theorems become easier. More precisely, the existence theory and the estimates developed in the paper can be referred more in general to quasi minimal sets, see 4] for the de nition, while the counterexamples in this section will be given even under a full minimality assumption. Therefore, we show that, even in this simpler case, the H older continuity assumptions onû cannot be weakened. Let be a smooth domain contained in IR N . In the previous example we have kept jjûjj1 2 bounded, but we have xed it large enough in order to deduce K 6 = ; as a consequence of Lemma 6.1. One can still wonder if a small enough bound on jjû jj1 2 could replace (V4). To answer (negatively) such a question, we shall now estabilish a more technical variant of the above construction which will allow us to take jjû jj1 2 as small as we want. In order to avoid useless details, we shall now work in two dimensions and we take in such a way that its boundary contains a segment. Lemma 6.2 There exists a H older continuous functionû : @ ! IR, with index 1 We note that for such a function, the H older norm of index 1 2 can be also taken arbitrarily small, by multiplying it for a small constant.
Proof. We shall take a segment S @ on which we shall de ne a H older continuous function f with index 1 Such a function will be taken to be zero at the endpoints of S and so, extended by zero on the rest of @ , will give the desired functionû. The segment S can be taken of arbitrarily small lenght and it becomes 0; 2], under a suitable frame. So the function will be de ned on 0; 1] with f(0) = 0 and extended by re ection on 0; 2], i.e. we shall take f(t) = f(2 ? t) for t 2 1; 2] . This function will be obtained as the uniform limit of the sequence of mappings we are going to de ne. n2IN converges to a function f 1 in the uniform metric. The function f 1 is H older continuous too, since it is the limit of functions which are bounded in C 0; 1 2 .
For a xed n 2 IN let I 2 S n and let x and y be two points on the rst half of I, s.t. jx ? yj = 1 4 n+1 . The increment of f n+1 can be easily evaluated by (e) and this is clearly left invariant if we encrease the index. So we have in the limit jf 1 (x) ? f 1 (y)j = 1 2 n+1 : (6.29) Now, let u be any continuous extension of f 1 such that it is C 1 in a neighborhood of S. We consider an equilateral triangle whose sides have lenght 1 4 n+1 , and one of them, denoted by L, is contained in the rst half of a xed I 2 S n . Let P be the union of the remaining two sides of the triangle, then, by (6.29), the increment of u on L is 1 2 n+1 , so This shows that j ru j 2 cannot be integrable because of the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral and because the Lebesgue measure of R tends to zero as n ! 1.
Proof of Counterexample 1.1 . Letû be the function introduced in the proof of the above Lemma as an extension of the function f and, letû n be the analogous extension of the functions f n . For every n 2 IN, let u n be the solution of the Dirichlet problem ( ? u n = 0 in u n =û n on @
We can observe that (u n ) n2IN is not bounded in H 1 ( ); if it were bounded it would contain a weakly converging subsequence to a function u 2 H 1 ( ). Such a function would be an extention of f, which contradicts Lemma 6.2. For every n let E n = Eû forû =û n and K n be a closed minimum of the functional E n ; it exists, becauseû n is a Lipschitz mapping. We claim that K n 6 = ;, otherwise: E n (;) = J(u n ) ! +1 while E n (K n ) = min E n E n (S) = H N?1 (S): So K n 6 = ; de nitively and H N?1 (K n ) E n (K n ) E n (S) = H N?1 (S):
Finally, for a xed radius > 0 and for every > 0 the density estimate cannot hold since S can be taken of arbitrarily small measure.
To the aim of proving Counterexample 1.2, we shall now work in arbitrary dimension N and, for the sake of semplicity, we shall assume that @ has a at part S. Let ' : IR ! 0; 1] a C 1 function, such that for every x 0 '(x) = 0 and for every x 1 '(x) = 1. We take ' such that k ' k1 2 is big enough to apply Lemma 6.1. Let x be a point in the inner part of S on @ . Let r " > 0 be such that B 2r (x) \ @ is contained in S. We consider the function ! : @ ! 0; 1] de ned as !(x) = p "'(" ?1 (r + " ? d(x; x))). We note that k ! k1 2 does not depend on " and r. Proof. We shall estimate the functional in an admissible pair (v; H). We take H equal to the trace on @ of the annulus B r+ p "r (x) n B r (x), so H N?1 (H) = c r N?2 p "r: (6.33) Then we take v : ! IR such that v(x) = p "' (r") ? 1 (i) " n r ?1 n ! 0; (ii) r n+1 + " n+1 < 1 2 r n . For every natural n we shall take " n r ?1 n small enough. For every n 2 IN, we denote by ! n : @ ! 0; 1] the function corresponding to ! for " = " n and r = r n . Then for every n 2 IN we consider the minimum problem with boundary datumû n = P n j=0 ! j , we denote by E n the functional Eû n and we set m n = inf K E n (K). For every n 2 IN we denote (v n ; H n ) the pair corresponding to (v; H) of the proof of Lemma 6.3, for " = " n and r = r n . Let i 2 IN. We denote by B i the ball centred at x with radius r i + p " i r i .
We shall obtain the functionû in Counterexample 1.2 as the limit ofû n . To the aim of proving the desired proprties, we need to estabilish several lemmas. We begin by showing some estimates which imply that the minimum level m i converge. which leads to a contradiction and proves (6.36 Proof. The proof of this Lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.4, it is only su cient to estimate the funcional E i in the admissible pair (u ? v i+1 ; K H i+1 ), where u = u(K;û i+1 ).
In the same way of Lemma 6.5 we have, by Lemma 6.6 Moreover, by (6.47) and (6.50), for every n, k 2 IN, k n we have jû k (x n ) ?û k (y n )j jû n (x n ) ?û n (y n )j ? j(û k ?û n )(x n ) ? (û k ?û n )(y n )j We make the following regularity assumption on @ . For every x 2 @ , we have C x , where, roughly speaking, C x is a cone with vertex x and amplitude + 2 . More precisely, this means that, after setting x = 0 and under a suitable choice of the rst axis, for every x 2 , it results (R )
x 1 ? 2 j x j :
The constant > 0 will be assumed su ciently small depending on . We remark that, in the case is convex the above regularity property is trivially satis ed for every . Let v be a real function de ned onB, such that i) v is H older continuous with index > 1 2 on S e and norm c , ii) v is H older continuous with index 1 2 on @B and norm c H , iii) 8x 2B: j v(x)j R ? 3 2 . The aim of this section consists in proving the following estimate concerning a function v satisfying i), ii) and iii). Moreover, we can take a coordinate system such that (R ) holds. We are going to introduce a function w, de ned onB, such that a) jvj w on @B; b) w ?j vj onB (7.55) and so ? (w ? jvj) 0: Then, by the maximum principle we can say that w ? jvj 0 on the whole ofB. Thus, the oscillation of v on B(s) will be controlled by the oscillation of w on B(s), then oscB R \B(y;s) v 2 supB R \B(y;s) w: (7.56) We shall show that a function w as above is given, for a suitable value of the constant c 0 0, by setting w(x) = c H (jxj Such an equality, combined with (7.56), will produce the thesis. In order to conclude the proof, we just have to show that w satis es (7.55). Condition (7.55a) is easily veri ed since v 2 C 0; 1 2 (@B), with norm c H , x 1 + jxj 0 and c 0 0. For (7.55b) we need to estimate w. Since we shall need similar computations also in the next lemma, we shall work more in general with the function w 0 (x) = c(j x j + c 0 (x 1 + j x j) ); with < 1 ? (N ? 1), which will give the required information for = 1 2 . By an easy computation, c ?1 w 0 (x) = ( + N ? 2) Let x 2B R be given. We take = d(x), then for = ' , since supp ' B (0), we have k rn ' k L 1 , so from (7.60) and iii) By combining (7.62), (7.63) and (7.64), we can deduce (7.53) from (7.61)
A simpler variant of Theorem 7.1, involving only Lemma 7.1, allows to show that jrv(x)j cc H (d(x)) ? 1 2 ; (7.65) from which, in the case of a regular boundary, we deduce v 2 C 0; 1 2 (B R ) with a constant of the same order of c H .
We shall apply the above estimates to cases in which the condition R 1 holds. Therefore iii) will be satis ed whenever j v(x)j 1 and this is the case for the solutions to (EL). Moreover, when R 1 it happens that d i (x) 2, so, by increasing the value of the constant in (7.53), we can put it in the homogeneous form jrvj c d i ? 1 
Proof of the excision theorem
In this section we shall prove Theorem 4.1, so we are in the situation described in the beginning of Section 4; we shall take x = 0. Let us begin with some comments about conditions (V1-4) listed therein. Moreover, the arguments in 23] allow us to x a nite covering B of V , made by balls B i , with radius r i R. In 23, Section 2] it is shown that, thanks to the properties of V , we can take B i with small radius and such that the sum of the (N ? 1)-dimensional measures of their boundaries is of the order of the measure of @V .
We recall the notation used in 23] and we introduce some new one due to the possible presence of @ in the ball. Let K be a given closed subset of , u = u(K). Let V be a neighborhood of the set B(R) \ K and (V j ) j a decomposition of V such that (V1), (V2 0 ), (V3 0 ) and (V4) hold. In the following computations we shall not assume that K is a minimum, nevertheless we shall ask that (1.4) holds with c = 2 for every subset A of , such that K \ B( R 2 ) A B(R): (8.68) Thus the results of this section will depend by the last hypothesis, therefore in order to employ them in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we shall provide to force such a condition. A simple consequence of (1.4) (note that (8.68) holds for A = V ) , (V2), and R 1 is H older continuous extension ( 14, 2.10 .44]), with norm c 1 and with index 1 2 , of u toB(R) and by u a truncation of u by two constants such that u = u , where the last one is de ned, and oscB (R) We proved in Section 7 that v s is H older continuous with index 1 2 and norm cc H (see (7.65 ) and the following considerations) and that (7.66) and (7. (J(u s )? J(u))ds with R . So we shall essentially have to show that some terms, which will be employed to the aim of estimating that integral, are much smaller than R , when is small. As in 23], we prefer to start by showing in a systematical way some of such inequalities and, nally, we shall combine them in order to prove the theorem. So, let s 2 R 2 ; R] be given and let us begin by taking x j 2 @V j (s) such that j(ũ ? v s )(x j )j = min 
